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ABSTRACT

A Yogi master was psychophysically monitored while he pierced his neck and tongue with skewers to demonstrate control of pain and bleeding. Measurements included respiration rate (RR), heart rate (HR), diaphragmatic and thoracic breathing, electrodermal activity (EDA) and electroencephalography (EEG) from Cz and Fz. The Yogi reported no pain during piercing and no bleeding was observed. In general he had elevated HR and low unresponsive EDA throughout the session. His respiration rate averaged 7 brpm during the slow breathing meditation prior to and following the piercing but elevated to approximately 25 breaths per minute during piercing. His EEG showed predominately alpha of 10 Hz during meditation. Alpha, sensory motor rhythm (SMR), and beta elevated at Cz during piercing with no change in delta or theta. Alpha and beta elevated at Fz during piercing with no change in SMR, delta or theta. While he stayed in alpha during the piercing, there was a broader range of alpha activation ranging from 10 to 14 Hz. This demonstration suggests a finding of conscious self-regulation, as opposed to dissociation, for controlling attention and responsiveness to painful stimuli. It could be hypothesized that clients with chronic pain could be taught how to control pain using the mind/body in a similar manner.
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INTRODUCTION

Many yogi adepts often learn to regulate pain and bleeding. Overcoming their own fears, they obtain mastery over mind and body, and demonstrate control of consciousness. This mastery indicates the ability to consciously focus while detaching from external distractions or internal sensations and desires, while inhibiting “normal” physiological responses.

What is the psychophysiology of pain? Researchers explored EEG responses to pain. Chen summarized the research in EEG and pain by saying “... the sporadic EEG reports are not sufficient to establish EEG changes with cerebral process in human pain.” Chen reported that studies using healthy subjects experiencing tonic pain have relatively consistent findings of: a) increase in low frequency delta power, b) rare change in theta power, c) decrease in alpha power and d) increase in high frequency beta power. He recommends using EEG coherence and spatial patterning as better tools for studying EEG and pain. Chen’s review suggests that pain must account for physics, physiology and psychology components while Williams also included psychosocial components. Davis’ work suggested that at least four regions of the brain are responsible for pain and a complex neural network must be considered when attempting to distinguish different aspects of pain.

How is it that a subject experiences stimuli that should be felt as pain, and then reports no pain? Hypnosis has long been reported as being able to reduce or eliminate a client’s subjective rating of pain. The subjective states of being hypnotized include: feeling of mental relaxation, absorbed and sustained focus on attention on one or few targets, relative absence of judging, monitoring and censoring, suspension of usual orientation toward time, local and sense of self and ones’ own responses are experienced as automatic. Autonomic correlates of hypnosis include less EDA response to pain, an increase in delta EEG activity in occipital regions. The role of distraction as the reason for lower pain ratings during hypnotic procedures has received less support than the narrowing of attention that appears mainly focused in the fronto-temporal cortex. However, the type of hypnosis and hypnotizability of the client results in different regions of the brain responding. Ray and DePascalis using evoked potential methodology further confirmed that the effect of hypnosis on pain...
reduction occurred less in the early process associated with the sensory experience. It has more influence on the later components of the EEG that are associated with cognitive and affective processes.

Operant conditioning differentially affects the reported pain and EEG responses of chronic pain patients and healthy controls. This suggests that susceptibility may play a role in chronic pain. Moreover, motivation also appears to play a role in pain tolerance. In voluntary piercing, Spafford, von Baeyer and Hicks reported that one's motivation to obtain body piercing along with an accurate expectation of what pain was to occur during the process moderated the pain tolerance of children.

Pain may also be inhibited by the application of pain to another area of the body. Reinert, Treede and Bromm suggested that inhibition of pain through the application of pain is more likely due to activation of specific inhibitory pain control system rather than release of endogenous opiates.

A possible explanation for yogis not reporting pain may be that they learned during meditation practice either not to attend to the painful stimuli or to inhibit their physiological responses. Kjaer, Berntsen, Piccini, Brooks, Alving & Lou showed that for trained individuals the meditative state does differ from a rest period in an increase in dopamine, decreases in respiration rate, heart rate, heightened EDA, and a concomitant increase in EEG theta activity. They summarized their biochemical findings with other meditation EEG research which found theta is the characteristic feature of meditation. In addition, there were increases in EEG alpha power and higher coherence of the alpha and theta frequencies.

Previous studies of adepts who inserted skewers through their bodies show very limited change in autonomic reactivity and an increase in occipital alpha electroencephalograph (EEG) activity. Studying adepts who demonstrate voluntary pain control may offer clinical intervention strategies to be applied with chronic pain patients.

This study explored the psychophysiological correlates of voluntary control of pain and bleeding during neck and tongue piercing with non-sterile metal skewers. The study was conducted as part of a lecture demonstration on control
of pain and bleeding in front of a public audience of approximately 100 people at the annual meeting of the Association for Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback in Las Vegas, March 2002.

METHOD

SUBJECT

The subject was a 62 year-old male Japanese Yogi with 36 years of experience practicing various forms of yoga. He is founder and Chief Executive Director of his own school of yoga and Institute for Research of Subconscious Psychology in Fukuoka and Tokyo, Japan. The Indian Yoga Culture Federation bestowed the title of Yoga Samrat upon him in 1983 after he demonstrated that he had reached the highest level of proficiency in his discipline. Previously, he was also a subject in studies that explored the psychophysiology of meditation and slow breathing. During those studies, his breathing pattern during meditation was about 6 breaths per minute with a significantly increased phase-locked respiratory sinus arrhythmia. In addition, he demonstrated that he easily could breathe 2 breaths per minute (brpm) across a 20-minute trial.

EQUIPMENT

Three 3 mm diameter non-sterilized skewers of 45 cm in length were used for insertions. The first was inserted into the skin in the neck followed by two skewers inserted through the tongue.

The physiological data were collected with a ProComp+ with Biograph 2.0 software (Thought Technology, Ltd.). Abdominal and thoracic respiration patterns were recorded with strain gauges placed at the level of the umbilicus (abdominal) and just below the axilla (thoracic). Monopolar EEGs were recorded with silver/silver chloride electrodes from Cz and Fz referenced to linked ears with the ground on the left mastoid. The electrode impedances were less than 5K ohm. The high pass and low pass frequencies were .05 Hz and 64 Hz with the sampling rate of 256. Artifacts were rejected by visual
inspection of each 1 sec segment of data. The data were analyzed in traditional band widths of delta (2-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), SMR (13-15 Hz) and beta (15-20 Hz).

One hertz bins were used in graphing the power spectral analysis. Blood volume pulse (BVP) was recorded with a photoplethysmograph from the distal phalange of the left middle finger and heart rate (HR) was derived from the BVP signal. Electrodermal activity (EDA) was recorded from the left palmar surface.

**PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA ANALYSIS**

Heart rate data were computer derived from the BVP signal from artifact free epochs. Respiration rate (RR) was counted by hand from artifact free epochs and linked to the time markers of the Biograph recording.

**PROCEDURES**

After the sensors were attached, the Yogi sat in a lotus position and the physiological signals were projected with an LCD projector behind and to the side of him as shown in Figure 1. The Yogi controlled the timing of the sequence of events while two investigators recorded the specific time of each event. Recordings began when the Yogi began his meditation on stage and continued until he finished the demonstration. The sequence of events consisted of: pre-baseline eyes closed meditation, self-insertion of the skewer through the neck, a short rest (rest1), sequentially insertion of two skewers through his tongue, a short rest period (rest2), sequentially removal of the skewer from his neck and then from his tongue, post baseline eyes closed meditation. The time periods for each event ranged from 10 seconds to 1 minute.

**RESULTS**

The Yogi successfully pierced his neck and tongue as is shown in Figure 2 and reported that he experienced no pain. His eyes were closed for the majority of the piercing. After he removed the skewers, two members of the audience
Figure 1. Subject sitting on stage in front of about 100 professionals while beginning the study with his physiological signals projected to the side and behind him.

Figure 2. Subject with skewers through his neck and tongue.
confirmed that there was no bleeding. A two day follow-up, showed neither post-piercing inflammation nor infection.

**PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA**

The Yogi’s RR was approximately 7 brpm during his meditation and was about 25 brpm during piercing (Figure 3). During the entire procedure his HR remained high: ranging from approximately 106 brpm in meditation to around 115 brpm during piercing (Figure 4). His EDA remained low throughout and showed very little response. There was a pattern of higher EDA during rest periods and post-demonstration meditation than during piercing (Figure 5).

The EEG at Cz showed increases in alpha, beta and sensory motor rhythm (SMR) with no change in theta or delta (Figure 6). The EEG at Fz showed increases in beta but little change in any other bandwidth (Figure 7). During eyes closed baseline there was an increase in the alpha band as shown in the power spectral display (Figure 8), while during piercing the Cz alpha increased and broadened as is shown in the power spectral displays (Figure 9).

*Figure 3. Respiration rate across conditions.*
Figure 4. Heart rate across conditions.

Figure 5. Electrodermal activity across conditions.

SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE

The Yogi (M.K.) reported that he used a meditative focused strategy in order not to experience pain or bleeding. From his perspective, pain sensations are
**Figure 6.** EEG activity across conditions for Cz.

**Figure 7.** EEG activity across conditions for Fz.
Figure 8. EEG power spectrum during eyes closed pre-baseline when he was breathing about 7 brpm.

Figure 9. EEG power spectrum during neck piercing.
a normal defensive reaction within one's body and can be inhibited by controlling one's autonomic nervous system. When inserting the skewer, he reported piercing only while slowly exhaling and not moving while inhaling. The first skewer was pierced within two cycles of breathing. After controlling his breathing, the same procedure was carried out for the second and third skewers. No pain was felt but the sense of the skewer entering the body could be perceived. It was as if this sense was spreading out to the whole tongue. After the piercing was completed, he meditated for a couple of minutes and then invited the audience to take photos. Although he was bathed in the light of camera flashes, he reported no pain and no bleeding was observed. Then, while exhaling, he slowly pulled out the skewers from the tongue and throat. He reported that he could only sense the physical coldness of the steel.

He reported that the process of pain and bleeding control consisted of focused concentration while meditating to regulate breathing. He experienced the skewer, one's spirit, and one's body as a unified “one.” At the same time, he focused his consciousness and will on the concept “it is not painful” rather than focus on “piercing.” Furthermore, he stated it was necessary not to be hostile against foreign objects or skewers that enter his body. It meant releasing emotions such as anxiety and fear as soon as possible and being prepared for the skewer to enter the body. He prayed and uttered to the skewer, “You are gently entering my body.” He believed that by the communication between the skewer and the receiving body, the unification of ego, mind and soul is completed, which allowed the piercing procedure without pain.

DISCUSSION

The Yogi was able to pierce his neck and tongue with skewers while reporting no pain and no post-trial bleeding was observed. He did not show the typical EEG responses to pain as reported in the literature (no change in delta EEG and his alpha EEG increased rather than decreased although his beta EEG did increase).3 Some of his responses are similar to that of hypnotized individuals (no change in EDA activity, absorbed, focused attention, and elevated beta) but he did not report suspension of time or sense of self or feelings of automatic responses nor did his EEG decrease in delta or beta. The increase in alpha/low beta further supported that he was conscious and aware during the piercing and this state was different from his typical meditative state.
The Yogi reported that for him the skewer, his spirit and body are one—with much effort, strong emotional consciousness, will power and prayer of "becoming one with the skewer"—to eliminate pain. He overrode the thoughts and emotional associations of "it is painful" or "it will induce bleeding." He suggested that no bleeding occurs because he relaxed the tissue and tongue so much during the piercing that most likely the skewer wove around the small blood vessels as opposed to piercing them. From the Yogi's perspective, this belief system is transmitted to the autonomic nervous system that controls the body's defense system. Through breathing, meditation and mental concentration, he communicated with his sensory and autonomic nerves to release the sense of pain. His thought pattern fits the narrowing of attention and absorption reported and lack of EDA activity reported in hypnosis.6

His heart rate was consistently higher (approximately 115 bpm) than during previous meditation research study when it was approximately 75 bpm.20 The high heart rate may have been due to jet lag, performing in front of a critical audience or a "performing" response. He did show higher heart rate and respiratory rate during piercing than baseline conditions. Interestingly, his respiration rate during his eyes closed pre- and post-baseline meditation (approximately 7–8 brpm) was similar to the finding reported in his previous meditation study.20 This breathing rate during meditation is significantly lower that his normal resting baseline of about 18 brpm and similar to what research has described for experienced meditators.15,20 The faster breathing rate, between 24 and 30 brpm, during the piercing and removal of the skewers, is about a 30 percent increase over his habitual breathing rate as observed from earlier studies. This relative increase in breathing rate is unlike the meditative state and appears similar to the changes observed when people are attending and concentrating while working at the computer as compared to sitting quietly.15 Based on our previous work of performance at the workstation, individuals' respiration rate increases between 20 to 30 percent when individuals focus their attention and perform computer tasks.22 Hence, the subject's increase in breathing during piercing may represent the focusing of attention.

If one does not need to pay attention, it may be possible that the breathing rate may not increase. In a previous study where another experimenter pierced a subject through the arm, there was no increase in respiration for the subject being pierced.23 We interpret this difference that the other subject could just
passively focus and dissociate while our subject had to attend and be in control to accomplish the task of piercing.

In general the EEG power spectral displays suggested an ability to quiet the mind in meditation both pre- and post-piercing with a predominance of low alpha, and little movement artifact. The increase in alpha and beta at Cz and Fz during actual piercing is interesting. During piercing one is able to see movement artifacts in the display but also a tendency for the alpha activity to broaden to include high alpha and low beta. His elevated frontal beta suggests that the Yogi was not in an altered state of consciousness but was fully aware and processing information, which may have been necessary for the actual piercing. Yet, there continued to be an increase in central alpha, and SMR which suggests relaxation or absorbed attention. This increase in alpha has been previously found by Anand, Chhina, and Singh in their study of two yogis who showed persistent alpha activity both before and during the periods in which their hands were immersed in cold water.24

We propose that combining yoga practices which increase diaphragmatic breathing while maintaining alpha EEG would teach clients somato-cognitive techniques to refocus their attention during painful stimuli. Using the slow breathing as the over-learned response would facilitate the recovery and regeneration following the painful situation. It would also act as a structured desensitization to painful stimuli and might be a complementary clinical approach for voluntary pain control. To develop mastery and be able to apply it under situations of stress takes training and over-learning. Yogis over-learn these skills with many years of meditation. With mastery, patients may learn to abort the escalating cycle of pain, worry, exhaustion, more pain and hopelessness by shifting their attention and psychophysiological responses.

The value of performing a piercing experience is that it may be used as a demonstration which can shift the beliefs of the observers. The performer experiences, and more importantly knows, that he has control over the mind/body and that this control can be mastered. The observers see a phenomenon that they thought was not possible. Hence, the demonstration becomes a mechanism to shift the acceptable familial and cultural beliefs that injury should cause pain, bleeding and infection and that we have little control over such an experience. This demonstration encourages observers to suspend and question their beliefs of reality.
It may offer hope to people who have chronic disorders and pain since, it suggests that there are self-regulation strategies that could be mastered to reduce or control pain stimuli. Similar observations have been reported by Kabat-Zinn in clinical treatment studies in which patients with chronic conditions improve significantly when they practice mindfulness meditation and yoga.\textsuperscript{25}

In summary, the demonstration illustrates that our normal preconceived notions that piercing of the body must hurt, induce bleeding and possibly infections may be incomplete. In fact, it may be possible to develop control and thereby experience a different reality, a possible reality that could be applied as a clinical tool to reduce pain and suffering.
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